Collaboratives Addressing ACEs Gathering
Growing Resilient Communities

Agenda

10:15 – 10:50 Welcome & Opening Activity
• Mississippi Room

11:00 – 12:00 1st Breakout Sessions
• Mississippi Room Winona Collaborative Community’s ACEs Response with Margaret Schild, Ruth Charles, & Anne Vande Berg
• Bremer Room Tribal Wisdom Project: What Building Self-Healing Communities Can Look Like with Linsey McMurrin
• Array Room Next Steps in Improving Your ACE Interface Presenting Skill with Becky Dale

12:00 – 12:45 Networking Lunch
*We invite you to connect and share ideas during lunch with others who are working to build resilience in the following sectors across the state.
• Mississippi Room – Schools, Mental Health & Other Sectors
• Bremer Room – Law Enforcement, Criminal Justice, Corrections, & Healthcare
• Array Room – Faith Communities

12:50 – 1:50 2nd Breakout Session
• Mississippi Room Using Minnesota Student Survey Data to Inform Community Action with Melissa Adolfson & Laure Laughlin
• Bremer Room A Public Health Approach to Mental Health with Anna Lynn
• Array Room Lessons from Two Communities with Lowell Johnson & Renee Frauentienst

2:00 – 3:30 Keynote Speaker: Dr. Ann Masten
• Mississippi Room Ordinary Magic: Highlights from Studies of Resilience in Children, Youth, & Families

3:30 – 3:45 Closing
• Mississippi Room

For additional resources related to ACEs & resilience, join the national resource network ACEs Connection at http://www.acesconnection.com/.

For Minnesota-specific resources, join the Minnesota ACEs Action group on the ACEs Connection website http://www.acesconnection.com/g/minnesota-aces-action.